Simultaneous analytical optimization of variational parameters in Gaussian-type functions with full configuration interaction of multicomponent molecular orbital method by elimination of translational and rotational motions: application to isotopomers of the hydrogen molecule.
We have extended the multicomponent molecular orbital (MCMO) method to the full-configuration interaction (full-CI) fully variational molecular orbital method by elimination of translational and rotational motion components from total Hamiltonian. In the MCMO scheme, the quantum effects of protons and deuterons as well as electrons can be directly taken into account. All variational parameters in the full-CI scheme, i.e., exponents and centers (alpha and R) in the Gaussian-type function (GTF) basis set as well as the CI coefficients, are simultaneously optimized by using their analytical gradients. The total energy of the H(2) molecule calculated using the electronic [6s3p2d1f] and nuclear [1s1p1d1f] GTFs is -1.161 726 hartree, which can be compared to the energy of -1.164 025 hartree reported using a 512 term-explicitly correlated GTF calculation. Although the d- and f-type nuclear GTFs contribute to the improvement of energy convergence, the convergence of electron-nucleus correlation energy is slower than that of electron-electron one. The nuclear wave functions are delocalized due to the electron-nucleus correlation effect compared to the result of Hartree-Fock level of MCMO method. In addition, the average internuclear distances of all diatomic molecules are within 0.001 A of the previously reported experimental results. The dipole moment of the HD molecule estimated by our method is 8.4 x 10(-4) D, which is in excellent agreement with the experimental result of (8-10) x 10(-4) D.